March 7, 2003

VIA FACSIMILE AND OVERNIGHT MAIL

Mr. Steve Zappe, Project Leader (WIPP)
Hazardous Waste Permits Program
Hazardous Waste Bureau
New Mexico Environment Department
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1
Santa Fe, NM 87502-6303

Subject: SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE INFORMATION RELATED TO WASHINGTON TRU SOLUTIONS LLC (WTS)

Dear Mr. Zappe:

This letter is to provide supplemental information to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) regarding Washington TRU Solutions LLC (WTS), co-permittee under the Hazardous Waste Facility Permit, #NM4890139088-TSDF, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), Carlsbad, New Mexico. Specifically, this correspondence submits supplemental information pursuant to provisions of the New Mexico Hazardous Waste Act (HWA), set forth at NMSA 1978, § 74-4-4.7.

On February 27, 2003, WTS submitted detailed environmental compliance and disclosure information related to WTS. In that transmittal package, WTS committed to submit supplemental information to Mr. S. Zappe by Friday, March 7, 2003. This package contains some of this supplemental information. Additional information, requested via the disclosure forms, is still being compiled and will be transmitted when it becomes available.

Specifically, we have enclosed the following:

1. Business Concern Disclosure Form for Westinghouse Government Environmental Services Company, LLC;

2. Listed Business Concern Disclosure Form for Westinghouse Government Environmental Services Company, LLC; and

3. Personal History Disclosure Forms for certain designated individuals.
Again, please be aware that the disclosure information provided herein contains confidential company information, as well as personal information regarding WTS personnel, as well as others. Accordingly, we respectfully request that NMED maintain this information in confidence and do not publicly distribute the confidential information contained herein.

If you have questions regarding our responses or need additional information, please contact Mr. D. T. Bignell at (505) 234-7545.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

S. D. Warren
General Manager

GJJ:ys

Enclosures (3) — in separate files

cc: (without enclosures)
T. Hughes, NMED
J. F. Pigg, CBFO
H. L. Plum, CBFO
I. R. Triay, CBFO
C. A. Zvonar, CBFO